
  

  
  

Serpentine   Traverse,   Mt   Aspiring   National   Park   
  

From   the   Routeburn   Shelter,   follow   the   Routeburn   Track   to   Lake   Harris.   On   the   approach   to   Harris   Saddle,   
strike   north   at   the   westernmost   point   of   the   lake,   and   follow   a   lightly   trodden   footpath   into   the   Valley   of   The   
Trolls.   Rumour   has   it   that   the   large   and   mysteriously-shaped   boulders   strewn   throughout   the   length   of   the   
valley   are   trolls-turned-stone.   Walk   across   the   boggy   flats   to   the   waterfall   draining   Lake   Wilson   at   the   head   of   
the   valley.   
Parallel   to   the   falls   (hiker’s   right),   an   obvious   gully   marks   the   way   to   the   upper   basin   and   Lake   Wilson.     
Cross   the   outlet   of   the   lake   and   scramble   up   the   unnamed   peaks   above   its   western   shores,   heading   north   
along   the   Serpentine   Range.   
No   trails   mark   the   route   from   this   point   on,   but   the   weaving   Serpentine   Ridge   proves   easy   to   follow,   though   the   
route   can   be   exposed.   For   the   most   part,   the   wide   tussock   ridge   is   an   easy   walk.   
From   here,   continue   northwards   towards   North   Col   to   skirt   the   northern   flanks   of   Nereus   Peak,   crossing   wide   
rocky   benches   at   around   the   1500m   contour.   
After   no   more   than   a   kilometre   along   these   benches,   a   set   of   small   cairns   marks   the   straightforward   route   over   
the   spine   of   the   ridge   and   down   to   Lake   Nerine.     
Aiming   for   the   small   lake   north-east   of   Lake   Nerine,   climb   to   Pt1594   and   descend   the   opposite   side   of   the   knoll   
to   the   rocky   basin   just   north   and   west   of   it.   The   area   is   dotted   with   small   tarns   and   a   pretty   alpine   lake.   
Continue   out   of   the   granite   bowl   and   onto,   at   times,   uncomfortably   steep   tussock-covered   slopes.   Traversing   
this   exposed   section   of   the   mountain   would   be   treacherous   in   bad   weather.   
From   Park   Pass,   take   the   steep   descent   into   the   Rock   Burn   and   Theater   Flat.   
Exit   via   Sylvan   Campsite,   and   return   to   Routeburn   Shelter   via   the   road.   
  

Wild   file   
Access    Routeburn   Road   end   
Grade    Difficult   
Time    Car   park   to   Serpentine   Range   campsite,   6-8hr;   To   Lake   Nerine,   8-10hr;   to   Theater   Flat,   5-7hr;   to  
Routeburn   Road   end,   4-6hr   
Distance    52km   
Total   ascent    3862m   
Topo50   map    CB09   
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as   

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   descretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no   
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   are   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route   only.   Users   should   use   a   combination   of   GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find   

Around   the   Mountain   Circuit,   Egmont   National   Park   
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